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Abstract—Relay links are expected to play a critical role in the
design of wireless networks. This paper investigates the energy
efficiency of relay communications in the low-power regime under two different scenarios: when the relay has unlimited power
supply and when it has limited power supply. A system with a
source node, a destination node, and a single relay operating in
the time division duplex (TDD) mode was considered. Analysis
and simulations are used to compare the energy required for
transmitting one information bit in three different relay schemes:
amplify and forward (AnF), decode and forward (DnF), and block
Markov coding (BMC). Relative merits of these relay schemes in
comparison with direct transmissions (direct Tx) are discussed.
The optimal allocation of power and transmission time between
source and relay is also studied.
Index Terms—Amplify and forward, block Markov coding,
decode and forward, energy efficiency, relay transmission.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N RECENT years, relay transmissions have attracted a lot
of attention due to the emergence of wireless ad hoc links
as a flexible architecture capable of supporting many different
applications in the context of data networks, home networks,
and sensor networks [1]. Unlike cellular networks and most
wireless local area networks (WLANs), where nodes communicate through a central node (base station/access point) linked to
a wired backbone, in wireless ad hoc networks, communication
between different nodes relies on intermediate nodes acting as
relays. It has been shown in [2] that when using simple pointto-point relays (with no source-relay cooperation), the capacity
per node in a wireless network goes to zero as the number of
nodes grows large. So, it is imperative to explore more efficient
relay strategies.
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Due to the broadcasting nature of wireless transmissions,
the information transmitted from source to relay can also be
received by the destination node. Relay schemes exploiting this
characteristic can achieve better performance and/or transmission rate over point-to-point relaying, and will be the focus
of this paper. Capacity for the relay nonfading channel was
investigated in [3], where upper and lower capacity bounds
were obtained using the max-flow-min-cut theorem with superimposed block Markov coding (BMC). More recently, the same
methods have been used to study relay capacity in a more realistic scenario, where the relay uses frequency division duplexing
(FDD) or time division duplexing (TDD) instead of transmitting and receiving simultaneously over the same frequency
band [4]. Outage performance and throughput of various simpler relay strategies have been studied in several papers [5]–[8].
Design issues pertaining to power allocation and coding have
also been considered in [7] and [9]–[12].
In many wireless ad hoc networks, individual nodes are
powered by battery and transmit at a low data rate. For example,
the microsensor system specification for a machine monitoring
application given in [13] requires each sensor to process about
20 2-B messages/s and to operate for more than 5 years on
a single AA battery. For such a system, energy efficiency
should dictate its design and operation. Systems limited by
energy constraints do not necessarily operate at a low data rate.
Ultra-wideband (UWB) systems, which attract a lot of research
activities lately, have the potential of supporting high data rate
multimedia transmissions while operating in the power-limited
region because of the huge bandwidth available.
As pointed out in [14], reliance on relay transmissions and
energy constraints are two of the most important characteristics
of wireless networks. However, the energy efficiency of different relay schemes has not been studied until very recently. The
minimum achievable energy per bit for the relay channel coding
proposed in [3] was investigated in [15] for nonfading channels.
In addition to minimum energy per bit, the wideband slope has
been shown to be an important performance criterion that leads
to better understanding of the bandwidth–energy tradeoff in
the low-power regime [16]. Achievable rates of block Markov
transmission in the low power regime were obtained in [17]
using the approach in [16], which leads to the optimal power
allocation between source and relay. In this paper, we will
use similar tools to compare the energy efficiency of several
different relay strategies, including amplify and forward (AnF),
decode and forward (DnF), and BMC. Optimal resource allocation will also be addressed.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we introduce the system model for relay transmissions. In
Section III, we investigate the energy efficiency of various
relay strategies and derive optimal resource allocation schemes.
Based on our analysis, numerical results and simulations are
then used in Section IV to study the relative merits of different relay methods and their implications to the design of
energy constrained systems. Finally, we draw our conclusions
in Section V.

Consider a system in which one node (source) tries to send
information to another node (destination) with the help of an
intermediate node (relay). Since a relay cannot transmit and
receive data over the same time–frequency band, practical relay
systems typically rely on FDD or TDD operation. Without loss
of generality, we assume that the relay operates in TDD mode.
In particular, during the first time slot containing N1 := αN
symbol periods, the source transmits an N1 × 1 block of symbols xs1 that is received at the relay and the destination as
y r = hsr

y d = hsd

Ps1
xs1 + nr
α

(1)

Ps1
xs1 + nd
α

(2)

where the N1 × 1 vectors y r and y d are the received blocks
of symbols at the relay and the destination, respectively, and
hsr and hsd denote the channels between source and relay, and
source and destination, respectively. In the second time slot
comprising N2 := (1 − α)N symbol periods, the source transmits an N2 × 1 block of symbols xs2 while the relay transmits
xr that is received by the destination as

y rd

= hsd

Ps2
xs2 + hrd
1−α



Pr
xr + nrd
1−α

(3)

where hrd is the channel between relay and destination. We
have normalized the transmitted vectors such that E[|xs1 2 ] =
αN and E[xs2 2 ] = E[xr 2 ] = (1 − α)N . So, the average
source transmit power per symbol is


Ps1
Ps2
1
2
2
E
xs1  +
xs2  = Ps1 + Ps2 := Ps (4)
N
α
1−α
and its counterpart at the relay is given by


Pr
1
E
xr 2 := Pr .
N
1−α

III. E NERGY E FFICIENCY
Using linear quadratic approximate expansion, it has been
shown that in the low-power low-spectral-efficiency regime the
energy efficiency of a system depends on its spectral efficiency
C as [16]
10 log10

II. S YSTEM M ODEL



tistical information of the channels; namely, the mean and the
variance of |hsr |2 , |hrd |2 , and |hsd |2 .

Eb
Eb
C
(C) = 10 log10
+
10 log10 2 + o(C)
N0
N0 min S0
(6)

where f (x) ∼ o(x) ⇒ limx→0 f (x)/x = 0 and
Eb
loge 2
:=
N0 min
Ċ(0)

2
2 Ċ(0)
S0 :=
−C̈(0)

We assume that the additive noise terms nr , nd , and nrd are
independent white Gaussian distributed with zero mean and
power spectral density N0 . The channel coefficients hsr , hsd ,
and hrd are independent complex random variables. Each time
slot is assumed to be large enough so that the channel fading
processes are ergodic. We further assume that receivers have
perfect channel information while transmitters only have sta-

(8)

with Ċ and C̈ denoting the first-order and second-order derivatives of C(SNR), a function of the transmit signal-to-noise
ratio SNR := Ps /(N0 W ) over bandwidth W . Note that we have
adopted the notations in [16], where C(SNR) is a function of the
SNR and is in nats/s/Hz, while C is a function of Eb /N0 and is
in bits/s/Hz.
In the ensuing analysis, we will use (6) to approximate the
energy needed for transmitting one information bit in different
relay transmission systems. We will consider two different
scenarios: when the relay has unlimited power and when the
relay has limited power supply. But first, let us examine the
direct transmission (direct Tx) scheme, which we will use as a
benchmark.
A. Direct Tx
The spectral efficiency of the direct Tx is



Ps |hsd |2
C = Ehsd log 1 +
:= E log 1 + |hsd |2 SNR .
N0 W
(9)
It is easy to see that at zero SNR, Ċ(0) = E[|hsd |2 ] and C̈(0) =
−E[|hsd |4 ]. Defining λsd := E[|hsd |2 ] and κsd := E[|hsd |4 ]/
[E[|hsd |2 ]]2 , we have [cf. (7), (8)]
Eb
loge 2
=
N0 min
λsd

(5)

(7)

(10)

and
S0 =

2
.
κsd

(11)

At low spectral efficiencies (small C), we can skip the quadratic
term in (6) to arrive at
10 log10

Eb
loge 2
κsd
C. (12)
(C) ∼
+ (10 log10 2)
= 10 log10
N0
λsd
2
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Equation (12) shows that at low spectral efficiency values, the
energy efficiency of direct Tx is simply characterized by the
second-order and fourth-order moments of the fading channel gain.

Defining SNR := Ps /(N0 W ), we have [cf. (15)]
C(SNR) =

B. AnF
In the AnF strategy, the relay simply amplifies the signal
received from the source in the first time slot and forwards it to
the destination in the second time slot. Both slots have identical
duration, i.e., α = 0.5. Because the source in AnF does not
transmit in the second time slot, Ps = Ps1 . The transmit signal
of the relay is then
xr =

1
2|hsr |2 Ps + N0 W

yr .

(13)



1
E log 1 + 2|hsd |2 SNR
2


2Pr |hrd |2
+ f 2|hsr |2 SNR,
.
N0 W

1
sup E [I (xs1 ; y d , y rd |hsd , hsr , hrd )]
N p(xs1 )



|hsr |2 |hrd |2 Pr
Ċ(0) = λsd + E 2
N0 W + 2|hrd |2 Pr

and C̈(0) is given by (18) at the bottom of the page. If we let
Pr → ∞, using Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem,
we have
(19)

and
lim C̈(0) = −2E

Pr →∞



|hsd |2 + |hsr |2

2


(20)

where λsr := E[|hsr |2 ]. So, for large relay power, we have
Eb
loge 2
=
N0 min λsd + λsr
S0 =

(15)

where f (x, y) := xy/(1 + x + y).
Given (15), we wish to determine the constants in (7) and
(8) for the AnF setup under different power considerations at
the relay.
1) Relay With Unlimited Power: In certain wireless networks, some nodes may have access to fixed power sources
while others have to rely on battery power. In a home network,
for instance, portable devices like laptops, personal digital assistants (PDAs), and cordless phones often need to use battery,
while desktop PCs may not have to worry about the power
supply. Another interesting example is the multihop cellular
architecture recently proposed in [18]. It has been shown that
mobile stations serving as relays can significantly improve
throughput of cellular networks. These mobile stations typically
have wired links to the base stations and thereby power is not at
a premium. Apparently, for such applications, it is meaningful
to focus on the impact of relay methods on the source power
consumption, assuming that the source is a portable device
relying on battery.



(17)

lim Ċ(0) = λsd + λsr

which is achieved when xs1 is Gaussian distributed and can be
shown to be [7]
 
2Ps |hsd |2
1
C = E log 1 +
2
N0 W


2Ps |hsr |2 2Pr |hrd |2
,
+f
N0 W
N0 W



Pr →∞

(14)

(16)

It is straightforward to show that

The spectral efficiency of such a scheme is
C=

2919

(21)

(1 + β)2
κsd + κsr β 2 + 2β

(22)

where β := λsr /λsd , λsr := E[|hsr |2 ], and κsr :=
E[|hsr |4 ]/λ2sr .
As expected, the energy efficiency constants in (21) and (22)
again depend on the second- and fourth-order moments of the
source–relay and source–destination channels, but not on the
relay–destination link since the relay can afford arbitrarily large
power.
2) Relay With Limited Power: In applications such as sensor
networks, almost all nodes depend on battery power. In this
case, we are interested in relay strategies that conserve total
energy consumption at the source and the relay.
Modifying now the SNR definition as SNR := (Ps + Pr )/
(N0 W ), we have from (15)
C(SNR) =



1
E log 1 + 2γ|hsd |2 SNR
2
4γ(1 − γ)|hsr |2 |hrd |2 SNR2
+
1 + 2(1 − γ)|hrd |2 SNR + 2γ|hsr |2 SNR



2Pr
4
2
4
2
2
4
4
|h
|hsd |2 + |hsr |2
|
+
4|h
|
|
+
|h
|
|h
|
+
|h
|
+
2|h
|
2|h
sd
rd
sd
sd
sr
sr
rd
N
W
0

C̈(0) = −E 

2
r
1 + |hrd |2 N2P
0W

2



2Pr
N0 W


(23)

2 



(18)
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optimization of γ, and we will have to rely on Monte Carlo
simulations to obtain the optimum power allocation γ ∗ .
C. DnF
In DnF strategies, xs1 is first decoded by the relay, and then
regenerated and forwarded to the destination during the second
time slot. Again, the source does not transmit in the second time
slot, and the first and second time slots have the same duration.
The spectral efficiency for such a system is [7]
C = min{C1 , C2 }

Fig. 1. Energy per bit versus spectral efficiency of AnF scheme.

where γ := Ps /(Ps + Pr ). After some algebra, we obtain
Eb
loge 2
=
N0 min
γλsd
S0 =

(24)
1

κsd −

2(1−γ)λsr λrd
γλ2sd

.

(25)

10 log10

Eb
loge 2
(γ, C) ∼
= 10 log10
N0
γλsd


2(1 − γ)λsr λrd
+ 10(log10 2) κsd −
C.
γλ2sd

where C1 := 0.5E[log(1 + (2Ps |hsd |2 + 2Pr |hrd |2 )/(N0 W )]
is determined by the maximum rate at which the receiver at
the destination can reliably decode xs1 from y d and y rd , and
C2 := 0.5E[log(1 + 2Ps |hsr |2 /(N0 W ))] is determined by the
capacity of the source–relay link.
1) Relay With Unlimited Power: Defining SNR := Ps /
(N0 W ), we have C1 (SNR)= 0.5E[log(1 + 2|hsd |2 SNR + |hrd |2
(Pr /N0 W ))]. When Pr = 0, C1 (0) = 0.5E[log(1 + |hrd |2 (Pr /
N0 W ))] > 0. So, for C ≤ 0.5E[log2 (1 + |hrd |2 (Pr /N0 W ))],
we have (Eb /N0 )1 = 0, where (Eb /N0 )1 is the required source
energy per bit such that C1 ≥ C. Hence, for large Pr and small
C values, we have


Notice that different from (21) and (22), the power of the
relay and the second- and fourth-order moments of the relay–
destination link appear also in (24) and (25). Hence, for small
values of C, the energy efficiency of AnF can be expressed as

(26)

From (26), we can see that Eb /N0 might decrease as C
increases if κsd < c2(1 − γ)λsr λrd /(γλ2sd ). So the Eb /N0 at
zero SNR given by (24) may not be the minimum achievable
energy per bit, although we still use the notation (Eb /N0 )min
for notational consistency.
In Fig. 1, we show how Eb /N0 changes with C. In our simulation, we assume Rayleigh fading channels with path loss coefficient 2. Relay is placed at the midpoint between source and
destination, and γ = 1/2, implying equal power at the source
and relay. We observe that Eb /N0 does decrease initially as C
increases, but reaches a minimum at about C = 0.15 bit/s/Hz,
and then starts increasing with C. So, the approximation of (26)
is valid only when the SNR and spectral efficiency values are
very low.
Close examination of (23) reveals that C̈(0) is typically much
larger than Ċ(0) and the third-order derivative of C at zero
SNR is much larger than C̈(0), meaning that the quadratic and
possibly higher order terms in (6) are not negligible. Also, this
condition becomes even more severe as γ goes to 0. So, the
first-order approximation given in (26) cannot be used in the

(27)

10 log10

Eb
N0




= 10 log10
∼
= 10 log10

Eb
N0


2

loge 2
+ 10 log10 (2)κsr C (28)
λsr

where (Eb /N0 )2 is the source energy consumption per bit
needed for C2 to be greater than or equal to C.
2) Relay With Limited Power: By defining SNR := (Ps +
Pr )/(N0 W ), we have
C1 (SNR) =


1  
E log 1 + 2γ|hsd |2 SNR + 2(1 − γ)|hrd |2 SNR
2
(29)

and
C2 (SNR) =


1  
E log 1 + 2γ|hsr |2 SNR .
2

(30)

It is then straightforward to show that
Eb
= max
N0



Eb
N0




,
1

Eb
N0

 
(31)
2

where


Eb
N0



loge 2
γλsd + (1 − γ)λrd
1
2

rd
rd
κsd + 2 (1−γ)λ
+ (1−γ)λ
κrd
γλsd
γλsd
+ (10 log10 2)
C (32)

2
rd
1 + (1−γ)λ
γλsd

10 log10

∼
= 10 log10
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and

10 log10

Eb
N0


2

loge 2
∼
+ (10 log10 2)κsr C.
= 10 log10
γλsr
(33)

Remark: Note that (31) is not an affine function of C.
To obtain an affine approximation, we need to compute the
first- and second-order derivatives of C(SNR) = min{C1 (SNR),
C2 (SNR)}, instead of computing the derivatives of C1 (SNR) and
C2 (SNR) separately. Since the derivatives of C(SNR) at the zero
SNR point are the derivatives of whichever of C1 (SNR) and
C2 (SNR) is smaller in a small neighborhood of the zero SNR,
the affine approximation does not contain as much information
as the approximation given by (31). We would like to point out,
however, that in most cases [when (32) and (33) do not intersect
in the range of C we are interested in] the approximations given
by the affine approximation and by (31) coincide with each
other.
Since (Eb /N0 )2 decreases monotonically as γ increases
from 0 to 1, and (Eb /N0 )2 < (Eb /N0 )1 when γ = 0, the
optimal power allocation γ ∗ between source and relay should
be in the interval [γ0 , 1], where γ0 is the largest γ ∈ [0, 1] that
satisfies
 
 
Eb
Eb
=
(34)
N0 1
N0 2
if such a solution exists; otherwise, γ ∗ = γ0 = 1. In the case of
Rayleigh fading channels, (34) is equivalent to
log(1 + x) +

2x loge 2
λsr
C = loge
2
(1 + x)
λsd

(35)

where x := (1 − γ)λrd /(γλsd ) ∈ [0, +∞]. A nonnegative solution of (35) exists if and only if (iff) λsr ≥ λsd . So, as
expected, we should allocate power to the relay iff the quality
of the source–relay channel is better than that of the direct link
between source and destination.
To show how to find the exact value of γ ∗ , we will focus on
the most common scenario of λsr < λsd and λrd < λsd (other
cases can be handled similarly). First, γ0 can be found using
root finding algorithms. Noting that (Eb /N0 )1 < (Eb /N0 )2
when γ = 1, the same must be true for all γ ∈ (γ0 , 1], and we
need only to examine the behavior of (Eb /N0 )1 on this interval.
Taking the first-order derivative of loge (Eb /N0 )1 , we have

d loge
dγ

Eb
N0


1

=

−(λrd − λsd )3 γ 2 + Aγ + B
[(γ − 1)λrd − γsd ]3

(36)

where A := 2λ3rd −(4+C loge 4)λ2rd λsd +(2−C loge 4)λrd λ2sd
and B := −λ3rd + (1 + C loge 4)λ2rd λsd . If the denominator on
the right-hand side of (36) does not have real roots, then γ ∗ =
γ0 ; otherwise, ordering the roots so that γ1 ≤ γ2 , we have

γ0 ≥ γ2

 γ0 ,
min{1,
γ
},
γ1 ≤ γ0 < γ2 (37)
∗
2
 
γ =

Eb
 arg min{γ0 ,min{1,γ2 }} N
,
γ
0 < γ1 .
0
1
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Remark: It is well known that the performance of DnF can
be improved if the relay can determine if it has decoded the
source information correctly, either through measuring the received SNR or by checking the cyclic redundancy check (CRC)
codes. For instance, while DnF achieves only a diversity of
order 1 under high SNR, a simple adaptive protocol that makes
the relay refrain from forwarding in the event of a decoding
error enables full diversity [7]. In our case, the adaptive protocol
amounts to switching back to direct Tx when communication
via relay becomes more expensive than direct Tx. So, the
Eb /N0 for such a scheme will be the smaller one of the Eb /N0
of DnF and that of direct Tx.

D. BMC
Instead of simply forwarding the decoded source information
to the destination node, cooperative coding between source and
relay can be used to improve system throughput. The basic idea
is for the relay to send resolution information that helps the
destination decode the source information being transmitted at
a rate higher than the direct link capacity [19]. As in previous
relay schemes, the relay operates under TDD mode. However,
unlike AnF and DnF, the time slot in which the relay transmits
and the time slot in which it receives do not have to have the
same duration. In particular, suppose that during time instants
n = 1, . . . , αN , the source transmits xd1 , while during n =
αN + 1, . . . , N , the source transmits xd2 and the relay transmits xr . Since the transmitters know only the channel statistics,
no phase synchronization is performed at the transmitters and
xd2 and xr have independent phases. The achievable rate
(lower bound) has been obtained in [10], i.e.,
Clb = min{C1 , C2 }

(38)

where
 

Ps1 |hsr |2
C1 = αE log 1 +
αN0 W
 
+ (1 − α)E log 1 +

Ps2 |hsd |2
(1 − α)N0 W


(39)

and
 

Ps1 |hsd |2
C2 = αE log 1 +
αN0 W
 

Pr |hrd |2
Ps2 |hsd |2
+
+ (1 − α)E log 1 +
.
(1 − α)N0 W
(1 − α)N0 W
(40)
1) Relay With Unlimited Power: Denoting SNR := (Ps1 +
Ps2 )/(N0 W ) and θ := Ps1 /(Ps1 + Ps2 ), we have
 

θ
C1 (SNR) = αE log 1 + |hsr |2 SNR
α
 

1−θ
+ (1 − α)E log 1 +
|hsd |2 SNR
1−α

(41)
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and

and

 

θ
2
C2 (SNR) = αE log 1 + |hsd | SNR
α
 

Pr |hrd |2
1−θ
2
|hsd | SNR +
+ (1 − α)E log 1 +
.
1−α
(1 − α)N0 W
(42)

 

θγ
2
|hsd | SNR + (1 − α)
C2 (SNR) = αE log 1 +
α

 
1−γ
(1 − θ)γ
|hsd |2 SNR +
|hrd |2 SNR .
× E log 1 +
1−α
1−α

It is easy to see that for large Pr and small C, (Eb /N0 )2 = 0.
Since Ċ1 (0) = θλsr + (1 − θ)λsd and −C̈1 (0)=θ2 E[|hsr |4 ]/
α+(1−θ)2 E[|hsd |4 ]/(1 − α), we have for small C

After some algebra, we can show that

10 log10

Eb
loge 2
(C) ∼
= 10 log10
N0
θλsr + (1 − θ)λsd
 2
κsd
λsr
θ2
+
κsr
2
1−α
α(1−θ)
λsd
+ (10 log10 2)
C.
2

θλsr
2 1 + (1−θ)λ
sd

(47)







=
2

loge 2
γλsd + (1 − γ)λrd

Eb
= max
N0

(44)

(48)

(49)

(50)



Eb
N0




,
1

Eb
N0

 
(52)
2

where

Eb
loge 2
κsr
C. (45)
(C) ∼
+ (10 log10 2)
= 10 log10
N0
λsr
2
SNR

1

and S02 is given by (51) at the bottom of the page. So, for
BMC relay strategy, we have

Equation (44) summarizes nicely how energy efficiency in the
BMC relay strategy depends on the spectral efficiency through
the fraction of power per time slot (captured through θ) and the
source–relay and source–destination channel statistics.
While a closed-form solution for the optimal value of the
power allocation ratio θ exists, it is rather cumbersome. If
the source–relay channel quality is at least as good as the
source–destination channel quality (λsr ≥ λsd and κsr ≤ κsd ),
however, a much simpler solution can be obtained. In this case,
(44) achieves the minimum when θ∗ = 1, i.e.,

2) Relay With Limited Power: Defining
Ps2 + Pr )/(N0 W ), we have

Eb
N0 min

loge 2
θγλsr + (1 − θ)γλsd

2
θλsr
1
+
(1−θ)λsd
2
=

2
κsd 1
κsr
θλsr
1−α + ακsd
(1−θ)λsd
=

S01

Eb
loge 2
(C) ∼
= 10 log10
N0
θλsr + (1 − θ)λsd

 2
κsr
θ λsr
κsd 1 + 1−θ
λsd
κsd
+ (10 log10 2)
C.
2

θλsr
2 1 + (1−θ)λ
sd

10 log10



(43)

Given θ, (43) attains the minimum when 1/α = 1 + (1 −
θ)λsd /(θλsr ) κsd /κsr , i.e.,
10 log10

Eb
N0 min

:= (Ps1 +

 

θγ
|hsr |2 SNR
C1 (SNR) = αE log 1 +
α
 

(1 − θ)γ
2
+ (1 − α)E log 1 +
|hsd | SNR
1−α

(46)


10 log10

Eb
N0



∼
= 10 log10
i



Eb
N0 min


i

+ (10 log10 2)

C
,
S0i

i = 1, 2.

(53)

(Eb /N0 )min for BMC transmissions in the FDD mode was
also studied in (15). For the case of λsr , λrd ≥ λsd , we can see
from (48) and (50) that (Eb /N0 )min is minimized by θ = 1.
It can be verified that if we set θ = 1 and minimize the
maximum of (48) and (50) over γ, the resulting expression
for (Eb /N0 )min coincides with the corresponding one given in
[15], namely


Eb
N0


=
min

λsr + λrd − λsd
loge 2.
λsr λrd

(54)

The optimal values of θ, γ, and α that minimize (52) can be
obtained using a three-dimensional (3-D) search with computational complexity O(M 3 ), assuming M quantized values of
each parameter. Alternatively, we can iteratively update these



S02

2
(1−λ)λrd
α(1 − α)
1
+
γλsd
2


=

2
κsd
(1−γ)λrd
(1−γ)λrd
α
2
α − 2θα + θ + κsd κrd
+ 2(1 − θ) γλsd
γλsd

(51)
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Fig. 2. Optimal
0.4 bit/s/Hz).

and

suboptimal

resource

allocation

(d = 2, C =

three parameters sequentially using one-dimensional (1-D)
searches. This iterative scheme is suboptimal but has lower
computational complexity in the order of O(M ).
In Fig. 2, the values of θ, γ, and α obtained by optimal 3-D
and suboptimal 1-D searches are given. We have assumed
Rayleigh fading channels with path loss coefficient 2. The
source–destination distance is 1, while the relay is placed on
the line between them. The spectral efficiency has been set
to C = 0.4 bit/s/Hz. Fig. 2 suggests that θ = 1 except when
the source–relay distance is very small, meaning that in most
cases, the source should only transmit in the first time slot. The
duration allocated to the first time slot increases as the relay
moves away from the source toward the destination node. This
is intuitively reasonable, because as the source–relay distance
increases, the relay–destination link improves relative to the
source–relay link, and as a result we can accommodate higher
data rates. Similar reasons can be used to explain why most
power should be allocated to the source node when the relay is
close to the destination.
An interesting case occurs when the source–relay distance
becomes very small. In this case, the source–relay link is so
reliable that the source can convey its information to the relay
in a very short time using very low power, so both α and
Ps1 can be very small. In the second time slot, both relay and
source transmit data to the destination. Since the link qualities
of source–relay and relay–destination are very similar in this
scenario, Ps2 and Pr should be approximately equal, according
to the theory of parallel Gaussian channel [20]. So, for small
source–relay distances, the optimal θ and α should be small,
while γ should approach 0.5.
From Fig. 2, we also verify that the parameters obtained by
suboptimal 1-D searches are mostly quite close to their optimal
values. The energy per bit of the optimal and suboptimal
resource allocation is plotted in Fig. 3. For comparison, we
also plot the energy per bit achieved by setting θ = 1 and
α = γ = 0.5. We observe that the gap between optimal and
suboptimal schemes is small, and both of these schemes achieve
much better energy efficiency than the direct Tx benchmark.
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Fig. 3. Energy efficiency of various resource allocation schemes (d = 2, C =
0.4 bit/s/Hz).

E. Capacity Upper Bound
A capacity upper bound for the relay channel can be obtained
by the max-flow-min-cut method, and is shown to be
Cub = min{C1 , C2 }

(55)

where

 

Ps1 (|hsr |2 + |hsd |2 )
C1 = αE log 1 +
αN0 W
 

Ps2 |hsd |2
+ (1 − α)E log 1 +
(1 − α)N0 W

(56)

and

 

Ps1 |hsd |2
C2 = αE log 1 +
αN0 W
 

Pr |hrd |2
Ps2 |hsd |2
+
+ (1 − α)E log 1 +
.
(1 − α)N0 W
(1 − α)N0 W
(57)
Due to space limitations and because we use this capacity
upper bound solely as a benchmark, we will not derive the
approximation for the corresponding Eb /N0 , which is a lower
bound for the energy required to transmit 1 bit. Instead, we will
rely on simulation to generate the benchmark for comparison.
IV. C OMPARISONS AND S IMULATIONS
A. Relay With Unlimited Power
Consider the case where the source–relay channel is as good
as or better than the source–destination channel. From (21),
(28), and (45), we observe that among AnF, DnF, and BMC,
AnF achieves the smallest (Eb /N0 )min , while BMC always
has the same or better energy efficiency than DnF [this can be
verified by comparing (45) with (28)]. To gain more insights
on the relative energy consumption of various relay schemes,
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TABLE I
ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF VARIOUS SCHEMES (UNLIMITED RELAY POWER)

Fig. 4. Spectral efficiency versus energy per bit for various relay strategies
(d = 2, relay has unlimited power).

Fig. 5. Dependence of energy per bit on relay location (d = 2, C =
0.4 bit/s/Hz, relay has unlimited power).

let us examine the following numerical example. Assume that
the channels between nodes experience Rayleigh fading, the
source–destination distance is 1, and the relay has been placed
at the middle point on the line between them. The path loss
coefficient is denoted as d. Applying the analytical results of
Section III to this paradigm, we have obtained the minimum
energy per bit and the slope of spectral efficiency versus Eb /N0
of different relay schemes, and we summarize our results
in Table I.
Comparing these schemes, we can see that both DnF and
BMC improve the minimum energy per bit by 3 dB over the
direct Tx. The AnF scheme achieves the lowest (Eb /N0 )min ,
but the gap between AnF and the other two relay methods
disappears as the path loss coefficient grows large. As to the
slope S0 , both direct Tx and BMC achieve 1 bit/s/Hz/3 dB,
while for the DnF scheme, it is 1/2 bit/s/Hz/3 dB. The slope for
AnF depends on d: as d goes from 0 to ∞, S0 decreases from
2/3 to 1/2. Summarizing, AnF and DnF achieve better energy
efficiency than direct Tx when C is small, while BMC always
outperforms direct Tx. At extremely low spectral efficiency,
AnF is the most efficient scheme, while BMC is more favorable
if C < (1 + 2d )2 log2 (1 + 2−d )/(1 + 22d ).
To verify the conclusions we draw from the analysis, we
perform Monte Carlo simulations. As stated before, the source,
relay, and destination are placed on a straight line, with the
relay being the middle point. The simulation results for d = 2
are plotted in Fig. 4. We observe that the simulation results fit
the approximation given by our analysis very well. At very low
spectral efficiency, AnF achieves an energy efficiency close to
that obtained from the capacity upper bound; when the spectral

efficiency exceeds 0.5 bit/Hz/s, however, BMC becomes most
energy efficient among these three schemes.
Our analysis quantifies how the energy efficiency of relay
transmissions depends on the relative link quality between
source and relay, and between source and destination. In Fig. 5,
we depict the dependence of various schemes’ energy per bit on
the distance between source and relay. Again, all three nodes
are placed on a straight line. The path loss coefficient is d = 2
and the spectral efficiency is C = 0.4 bit/s/Hz. We observe that
BMC has the lowest Eb /N0 when the source–relay link quality
is good; otherwise, AnF outperforms other schemes.
B. Relay With Limited Power
Since for a relay with limited power the optimal resource
allocation parameters usually depend on the target spectral
efficiency, comparing the Eb /N0 versus C slope of different
relay schemes may not be very meaningful. For this reason, we
focus on the zero SNR Eb /N0 of various schemes. Again, we
consider a Rayleigh fading channel with path loss coefficient d.
The source–destination distance is 1, while the relay is placed
on the line between source and destination with source–relay
distance x. From the analytical results in Section III, the zero
SNR Eb /N0 for different schemes is as shown at the bottom of
the next page.
We can see that DnF and BMC achieve the best (Eb /N0 )min .
The gain of their energy efficiency over direct Tx increases
with the path loss coefficient d. The AnF scheme does not
improve the zero SNR Eb /N0 over the direct Tx, which is
a contrast to the case of unlimited power relay, where AnF
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Fig. 6. Spectral efficiency versus energy per bit for various relay strategies
(d = 2, relay has limited power).

Fig. 7. Spectral efficiency versus energy per bit for various relay strategies
(d = 4, relay has limited power).

achieves the best (Eb /N0 )min among all schemes. To compare
the energy efficiency of different schemes at nonzero spectral
efficiency, numerical computation is needed in general. We are
able to establish, however, that the energy efficiency of BMC is
always better than or as good as that of DnF. This can be verified
after setting θ = 1 and α = 0.5 in (48)–(51) and comparing
them with (32) and (33).
In Figs. 6 and 7, we compare the energy efficiency of various
transmission schemes for d = 2 and d = 4, respectively. Optimal resource allocation has been adopted for all relay schemes.
We observe that BMC achieves the best energy efficiency in
both scenarios, while DnF comes in a fairly close second. They
both achieve energy efficiency close to the one corresponding
to the capacity upper bound, and both markedly outperform

the direct Tx and AnF transmission. Somewhat unexpectedly,
in the d = 2 case, AnF’s spectral efficiency for a given Eb /N0
is even lower than that of the direct Tx. Our explanation is that
the benefit of AnF relaying is not large enough to overcome the
spectral efficiency loss due to the loss of source transmission
time. When the path loss is higher (d = 4), AnF does bring
significant gain over direct Tx. We also observe that Eb /N0
initially decreases as C increases. This suggests that when
using AnF, if the target data rate is very low and there is no peak
power constraint, we can achieve improved energy efficiency
by using a bursty transmission (BT), i.e., by transmitting during
only a fraction of the time at a higher data rate.
The approximations involved in our analysis have also been
quantified in Fig. 6. We verify that except for the AnF scheme,

Direct Tx

10 log10

loge 2
= −1.59 dB
λsd

AnF

10 log10

loge 2
that achieves its minimum value
γλsd

loge 2
= −1.59 dB when γ = 1
λsd



loge 2
loge 2
10 log10 min max
,
γ
γλsd + (1 − γ)λrd γλsr

10 log10
DnF

λsr + λrd − λsd
λrd λsr


= −1.59 dB + 10 log10 xd + (1 − x)d − xd (1 − x)d



loge 2
loge 2
,
10 log10 min max
γ,θ
γλsd + (1 − γ)λrd θγλsr + (1 − θ)γλsd
= 10 log10

BMC

= 10 log10

λsr + λrd − λsd
that is identical to that of DnF
λrd λsr
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Fig. 8. Minimum energy per bit versus relay location (d = 2, relay has
limited power, optimal resource allocation).

the simulations match with our analytical results very well. The
approximation for AnF predicts the simulation results fairly
well when C is very small, but is inadequate when C grows
higher.
In Fig. 8, we examine how the energy per bit for various relay
transmission methods depends on the source–relay distance
at the wideband limit. We have fixed the source–destination
distance as 1 and adopted optimal resource allocation values.
We observe that BMC and DnF achieve the same (Eb /N0 )min ,
which almost coincides with the lower bound when the
source–relay distance is less than 0.5; as the source–relay
distance becomes larger, however, the gap between their energy
efficiency and the lower bound increases. We also observe the
benefit of using BT in AnF: without BT, AnF has the same energy efficiency as direct Tx at the wideband limit and is always
outperformed by DnF and BMC; with BT, more than 4 dB of
energy is saved and AnF achieves better energy efficiency than
DnF and BMC when the source–relay distance is large.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the energy required for transmitting
one information bit under three different relay schemes: AnF,
DnF, and BMC. Two different scenarios one may encounter in
practice have been considered. In the first scenario, the relay
has access to a fixed power source, and hence theoretically
unlimited power supply. For these applications, analysis and
simulation indicate that: 1) AnF achieves the best energy per
bit at the wideband limit; 2) BMC is always at least as energy
efficient as DnF; and 3) AnF is most efficient when the spectral
efficiency is low or when the relay–destination distance is
small; otherwise, BMC offers the best energy efficiency. In
the second scenario, the relay relies on battery with limited
power, and hence its power consumption must also be taken
into account. For this class of applications, we demonstrated
that: 1) BMC always has the same or better energy efficiency
than DnF; 2) the energy efficiency of AnF can be substantially
improved using BT in the power-limited regime; and 3) when

the relay–destination distance is small, AnF with BT offers
the best energy efficiency; otherwise, BMC and DnF are more
energy efficient.
In studying various relay methods, we have adopted the
perspective of minimizing the power consumption for a prescribed data rate and bandwidth. We have shown that relay
transmissions save the energy consumption by several decibels,
which leads to a much longer battery life. In applications where
bandwidth is at a premium, one may want to examine the
impact of relay transmissions on bandwidth requirements given
fixed rate and power [16]. From the analytical and numerical results in this paper, we can see that the gain of relay transmission
over direct Tx is even more significant from this perspective:
properly chosen relay strategies can often reduce the bandwidth
requirement by several orders of magnitude.
While the potential gain of relay links is exciting, in practice
many factors other than the transmit power must be considered in deciding when to relay and what scheme to choose.
For example, we will need to investigate how different relay
methods will impact the efficiency of linear amplification at
the device layer. Energy consumption overhead caused by
having to perform additional channel estimation, decoding, and
encoding, and having to wake up a relay node possibly in a
sleep mode must also be taken into account. These and many
other challenging issues must be resolved before the potential
of wireless networks can be realized.
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